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Abstract 
The state of Iowa is currently faced with many budget djfficulties . Due to the fact 
that education accounts for nearly ha lf of all state appropriations and nearly half of the 
property taxes paid in the state, ways or decreasing educational costs may contribute to 
relieving the current fiscal stress. The aim of this paper is to develop a model from past 
ana lyses to test for the presence of economies of scale in Iowa school districts. The results 
reveal average benefits from a cross section of Iowa school districts that may be realized 
through administrative consolidation of districts with less than 600 students. It is 
recommended that school officials also consider the average costs associated with school 
consolidation before recommending its use. This study is the first step in evaluating the 
possibi lity o f statewide benefits through consolidation efforts. 
Introduction 
Education is a va luable and costl y part of any community in the Uni ted States. One 
need only look at the support given to educational services around the country to see the 
sizeable financial. dedication divested in schools. This is certainly true fo r the state of Iowa. 
For the 2005 fi scal year, appropriations from the state of Iowa General Fund to Iowa school 
districts account for $4,464.2 million, or 45.4 % of total appropriations 
(http:r "' vvw.statc.ia.us educate/ootd doc facts0-t0809.pd!). The financial commitment to 
education in the state is enonn ous. 
As with many other states, Iowa has experienced budget difficulti es in recent years. 
Jn an attempt to explore efforts to re lieve fiscal stress, education has been the focus of many 
state government investigations designed to promote economic efficiency in local schools. 
Many studies have focused on the presence of economics of scale in public education, 
attempting to fi nd cost-minimizing enrollments for school districts. These past analyses have 
helped to promote or reject the consolidation of school di stricts, e ither through di viding 
responsibilities by grade (whole grade sharing), sharing administrative staff and services, or 
through combining entire school distri cts and student bodies in the affected schools. 
The aim of this paper is to develop a model based on past analyses to test fo r the 
presence of economies of scale in Iowa school d istricts. Based on these fi ndings, 
recommendations w ill be made regarding appropriate types of consolidation to be considered 
to decrease di stric ts' costs. f urther explanation of economies of size will be provided in 
fo llowing sections. 
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Education in Iowa 
In Iowa, state aid plays the largest role in education funding, with 60% of local school 
district revenue coming from the state. Besides state aid, local property and other taxes 
provide the bulk of the remaining school district revenue. Approximately 33.9% of the total 
revenue of Iowa's school districts came from local taxes in 2002-2003. Thjs amounts to 
roughly $1.2 billion, about 44% of all state property taxes. 
The impact of local revenue support is obvious. Iowa continues to have one of the 
slowest population growth rates in the nation. Although Iowa has experienced a small 
statewide population increase during the 1990's ( 1.7%), over half of Iowa's counties have 
Jost population during the san1e time period. The population remaining in these primarily 
rural counties is concentrated in the elderly. These demographic changes coupled with the 
fiscal strains for state and local government make public service provision challenging. 
For example, a recent report on rural education issues highlights some of the 
challenges of providing quality education in this environment. Thirty-three of lowa·s 370 
school districts have fewer than 250 students. Projections of changes in the demographic 
composition for rural areas suggest that this situation is likely to continue. This demographic 
raises both financial and educational quality concerns. These budget issues increase the 
difficulty of retaining quality teachers in smaller schools. Despite the presence of lower 
student-to-teacher ratios in smaller schools, the quality of education provided in these 
schools may diminish. 
Choosing how to deal with these changes is a very important local concern and a 
process that requires access to good information. The Iowa Department of Education website 
offers information on school district performance based on school size, geography, or other 
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crite1ia. This data from the lowa DOE wi ll be used to explore the potential cost savings from 
the consolidation of small Iowa school districts. The possibility of scale economies in public 
education has been the impetus for a litany of research on school consolidation. The analysis 
presented in thi s paper is deri ved from the e fforts of researchers analyzing numerous states, 
span11ing over several decades. 
While the aim of this paper is to explore possible cost savings from consolidation, it 
is in no way a direct approbation fo r conso lidation. The importance of education to the state 
of Iowa both financially and socially demands the active exploration of all tools to promote 
efficient use of limited funds. Consolidation is one such tool that should be considered and 
researched. 
In the first section of the fo llowing paper, we introduce a theoretical framework for 
exploring cost savings based on models developed by noted authors in consolidation 
research. In the next section, the model is then applied to Iowa·s school di stricts, with 
appropriate changes made. Fina ll y, based on the resulting case study and noted savings 
potentia l recommendations are offered regarding consolidation. 
Education Production 
Modeling the education process is a complicated task. A significant number of 
studies have been conducted in various states to determine the potential cost savings from 
consolidation. Fox (198 1) conducted a thorough review of consolidation studies written by 
that time. His main critici sm of these studies was a lack of a " theoretical base" (p.273), 
which contributed to inconsistent results across the studies. Andrews, Duncombe, and 
Yinger (2002) continued the work Fox began with their own review of contemporary 
consolidation literatu re. ln an effort to provide a sound conceptual framework and avoid 
biased results, Lhis paper offers a theoretical framework adopted by authors of no less than 
ten notable consolidation studies. This methodology is outlined by Andrews, Duncombe, 
and Yinger (2002), and full y elici ted below. 
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Many studies rely on the use of economic production theory to model education, with 
appropriate modification. School districts, like private firms, use various inputs to produce 
educational acti vi ti es. The production function for a school district can be modeled as the 
following : 
A = f( X) , (1) 
where A represents educational activi ties (educational output) and X is a vector of factor 
inputs including teachers, support staff, capital equipment, material s, utilities, and other 
relevant resources employed in the education process. 
The appropriate measure of output for this production function would be in physical 
units (as in the number of cars produced by an automobile company). However, with 
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education, it may be both difficult and inappropriate to measure output in this manner. 
Rather than the number of activities that are being undertaken, the output of importance in 
education is accomplished proficiencies. Test scores are usually assumed to approximate the 
learning that occurs in schools and are therefore the primary concern of students and parents. 
To families and the general public, the utilization of inputs to simply create educational 
activities is a periphery concern compared to successful student learning. Duncombe, Miner, 
and Ruggiero (1995) contribute thi s concept of distinguishing activities produced by a 
government entity from actual services consumed by a citizen to that of Bradford, Malt, and 
Oates (1969). 
Student achievement is largely, but not complete ly, dependent upon the educational 
activities provided by a school district through purchased inputs. Hanushek (1986) notes the 
frnportance of non-purchased inputs, "environmental" factors that affect the transformation 
of activities into student achievement. Environmental factors (E) used in studies often 
include physical characteristics of schools, most notably the total enrollment of students (N), 
the family backgrounds of students (F), and student characteristics (SC). In addition to 
environmental factors, student achievement is also impacted by unobservable effects. These 
unobservable effects (e) may include, but are not limited to, parent involvement in a child' s 
education , the social and interactive environment provided in a school, and the associated 
mindset of students when undertaking educational activities . Further explanation of the 
environmental factors considered in thi s study wi ll be provided in the "Data and Estimation" 
section. Student achievement (S) can be modeled as a function of educational activities 
(classroom activities) and environmental and unobservable factors; 
S = Ii ( A,E,e), 
S = studenl achievement 
A = educational activities 
E = environmental factors 
e = unobservable effects 
where, 
E = g ( N.F,SC), 
N = total enrollment 
F =family backgrounds 
SC = student characteristics. 
(2) 
(3) 
Substitution leads to an educational production function for educational service outcomes 
(student achievement): 
S = Ii (A , g (N,F,SC). e) (4) 
Education production models of the type described above are widely used in 
consolidation literature. The use of thi s type of model to explore economies of scale relies 
upon adequate data on student achievement and quantity and quality of educational inputs 
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under consideration. It is for the latter reason that a model of education production as above 
is not utilized in this paper. A considerable Jack of adequate data on capital expend itures, 
school materials, utilities, and other inputs for lowa school districts necessi tates the use of an 
alternative education model. In essence, there is not enough data to accurately estimate the 
educational activities (A) in the model .. Many researchers who have experienced similar 
difficu lty in gathering adequate data on resources used in education activities have modeled 
educational production using cost functions. The model described above will be used to 
develop such a cost function, which can more appropriately rep.resent the case oflowa 
educational production based on avai lable data. 
The total costs (TC) for a school district of producing a given level of student 
achievement are a function of the educational activities undertaken (A) and the resource 
prices of inputs used (P): 
TC = j (A ,P) (5) 
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In order to utilize a cost-function approach to modeling education, we solve equation 
(4) for A and substitute into equation (5) to yield the fo llowing: 
TC = j (h-1 (S,F,SC,N,e), P) = k (S,F,SC,N ,e,P). (6) 
Equation (6) serves as the theoretical basis for estimating educational production. 
The use of this ideal model is contingent upon the availability of quality data on each of its 
variables. A discussion follows outlining the changes made to this model to adequately 
represent education production in the state of Iowa. 
In the words of Duncombe, Miner, and Ruggiero (1995), "As applied to local 
schools, the term 'costs ' refers to the amount of expenditure or outlay needed b y a district to 
provide specified levels of educational attainment or outcome and not actual observed 
expenditure. In other words, costs are the value of the resources consumed in the production 
of a given level of student achievement." While information on actual costs of education 
production is often scarce, data on actual expenditures is usually avai lable. Many studies on 
consolidation wi ll use actual reported expenditures as a proxy to represent costs. One must 
consider inefficiencies in school district spending, however. ln addition, it is important that 
the di stinction be made between the costs o r educational outcomes and actual expenditure, 
which may reflect the demand fo r education of citizens in a particular district. ln other 
words, more revenue may be expended by a district than a particular level or student 
achievement requires simply because the district has more revenue avai lable. This idea of 
considering demand in the district can arise for any public good or service, where the public 
may dri ve both the supply (through amount of taxes provided to the government) and the 
demand (through community preferences reflected in fiscal support). 
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Fox (1981) irutially recommended including a measure of demand in the education 
process to explain the differences between costs (the idea l dependent variable) and actual 
expenditure (used as a proxy for the dependent variable). Among others, Duncombe, Miner, 
and Ruggiero (1995) use a measure of":fiscal capacity" in their analysis ofNew York public 
school district consolidation. In that study, the fiscal capacity of a school district renected a 
weighted average of property wealth and adj usted gross income, which was then used in slate 
aid form ulae. This fiscal capacity measurement was used to stress the differences between 
the amount of revenue avai lable from one school district to the next based on the wealth and 
income of the citizens of each district. 
While differences in property wealth do factor into funding of Iowa school districts, 
their significance is decreased due to the fact that state aid transrers beyond property truces 
are adj usted to match district revenue from property taxes, with both fund ing sources adding 
to a prescribed target. The passing o f local option sales taxes may contribute to the apparent 
differences one sees in per pupil expenditure from one di strict to another. These differences 
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may also be explained by unspent balances from previous years' budgets and supplementary 
funding (both state and federal) fo r special projects such as infrastructure renewal and special 
educatjon programs. A guide to the basjcs of education funding in Iowa written by Larry 
Sigel, the School Finance Director for the Iowa Association of School Boards, can be found 
at (htlp://www .slatc. ia.us/tax/Laxlaw/PTC-schoolaid I .pps). 
There are no apparent fisca l capacity effects present in the state of Iowa, although 
education preferences of school distJ.i cts may be revealed through the presence or absence of 
local option sales taxes. Without knowing the rationale behind the choice to levy local 
option sales taxes, we cannot estimate the effect of demand on reported expendjtures. 
Therefore, we cannot read ily differentiate between reported educational expenditures and the 
actual costs of educational activities. As a result, per pupil expenditure will be used as a 
proxy for costs in this paper. Hence, equation (6) is modified to reflect the use of 
expenditures instead of costs: 
EX = k (S,F,SC,N,e,P) (7) 
Economies of Size 
The goal of this paper is to determine the potential cost savings (henceforth, 
expenditure savings) from the consolidation oflowa school districts. At the heart o f the 
matter is determining if economies of scale exist for education production. In the case of 
education, economies of size are explored, economies of size being "the elasti city between 
per pupil expenditures (EXIN) and enrollment N, controlling for student achievement Sand 
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socio-economic cost factors, E" (Andrews, Duncombe, and Yinger, 2002). This elasticity 
may be written as the following (Duncombe and Yinger, 1993): 
d(EXIN). N = (dEX/dA)(AIEX). (dA!dN)(NIA) - I = 0.10.2 - 1. 
dN (EXIN) 
In this expression, economies of size exist if per pupil expenditure is decreased when student 
enrolJment increases (as in consolidation). The above expression is less than zero when 
economies of size persist. 
A further explanation of each of the above elasti cities, a.1 and a2, is given here, as 
posited by Andrews, Duncombe, and Yinger (2002): 
The first elasticity, a 1, is technical economies of scale representing the relationship 
between expenditures and the quantity of school activities, and is the parallel cost 
concept to technical rehITTls to scale. Defining the output of schools as lessons, 
technical economies of scale would exist if the expenditure per lesson decreased as 
the number oflessons provided by a school increased, or equivalently a I percent 
increase in school inputs leads to a more than l percent increase in lessons in constant 
quality. 
The second elasticity, a2, "measures the degree of congestion or indivisibility that 
exists for school resources, and is expected to be greater than or equal to zero" (Andrews, 
Duncombe, and Yinger, 2002). For example, large schools may be able to more efficiently 
use specialized labor and facilities, such as math and science teachers and computer and 
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science labs (Tholkes 1991 ). Administrative costs may also be indicative of this type of 
decreasing costs. Administrators and support staff such as counselors can be shared among a 
large number of students, resulting in a decrease in per pupil expenditures as the number of 
students enrolled increases (Andrews, Duncombe, and Yinger, 2002). 
Building from the theoretical model above and utilizing the definition of economies 
of size, the next section applies the previous framework to data on Iowa school districts, 
beginning with an explanation of the data used and ending with implications of the model' s 
results. 
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Data and Estimation 
The data used for this report was gathered from the Iowa Department of Education 
website. Information regarding students teachers, enrollments, expendi tures, and resource 
prices were gathered from the appropriate spreadsheets available at 
http://v.:ww.state.ia.us/cducate/. The avai lability of data on each of Iowa's 370 school 
districts has made a report of this nature possible. However, the lack of adequate data from 
the current year has led to the use of data from previous years. The respective years ' data for 
each variab le is reported below. With more complete data sets, studies of this type wi ll 
increase in quality. 
The following is a listing of the variables considered in this model and the 
corresponding data that was co llected. 
Student Achievement 
The measurement used for student achievement is derived from data found on the 
Iowa Department of Education website under the link "School Profi les" 
(http://www.iowaschoolprofiles.com/). Iowa students in elementary and middle schools are 
administered the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (!TBS), while high school students are 
administered the Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED). The percentage of students 
deemed "proficient'' in reading and math for each school district is provided under the school 
profile link. A student is considered proficient if he/she has scored in the range of 41 -99 
using the national percentile rank scale. A more complete description of proficiency is 
included under the section "Student Performance" in "The State Report Card for No Child 
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Left Behind'. (hllp://www.statc.ia.us/cduca tc/cccsc/nclb/doc/rcpo11card04.pd0. For each of 
the grades 4, 8, and 11 , the percentages of reading proficiency and math proficiency were 
averaged to create a combined proficiency score for that grade, using combined data from the 
2001-2002 and 2002-2003 school years. The three grade level scores were then averaged to 
make an overall score to refl ect the proficiency of students for a particular school district. 
Districts that did not have proficiency scores for one or more of the grade levels, due to grade 
sharing with neighboring districts or reorganization around the time of the original data 
collection, were sti ll used in this study. The exceptions to this, however, were two districts 
that had no available proficiency data and were subsequently dropped from the empirical 
analysis. 
ln addition lo percentages of proficient students in reading and math, data was also 
provided on the percentage of students tested at each grade level in each subject for all of the 
districts. Without sufficiently high participation rates, it is difficult to gain a true sense of 
student achievement in a distiict. For this reason, any school district with a participation rate 
below that of95% was dropped from the analysis. Of the 370 Iowa school districts, 27 had 
participation rates be low 95%. After removing the two districts with no proficiency data and 
the 27 districts with insufficient participation rates, 341 Iowa school districts were used for 
the empirical analysis. Several of the school districts dropped from this analysis were those 
with the largest enrollment levels in the state. 
In addition to proficiency rates, dropout rates were collected as another indicator of 
school district performance. This variable is often used in consolidation studies to cover a 
wider range of outcome measures than simply using test scores. A concern rises in the use of 
dropout rates, due to the idea that dropping out of school is a choice made by individual 
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students. This means that the dropout rale of a school district will not be entire ly controlled 
by the district. However, it is important to use another type of performance measure in order 
to dis tinguish a separate way that achievement may affect expenditures. Dropout rates of all 
seventh through twelfth graders for each school district were collected from the 2002-2003 
school year at (http://www.state.ia.us/cclucate/ fi s/prc/cduatu/ied04/ied04 ·.xis). 
Enrollment 
Data collected on district student enrollment from 2003-2004 is used in this report 
(h ltp :/ / \VWW. state. ia. us/educate/Ii s/pre/eddata/i cd04/i cd04n .x ls). Total pre-kindergarten 
through twelfth grade enrollment, including special education students, has been chosen 
instead of district attendance rates . IL is unclear whether or not reported attendance rates on 
the Iowa Department of Educat ion website include special education students. These 
students are included as a part of this analysis, and therefore total enro llment is the favored 
measure. Although attendance rates are generally a better indicator of how many studen ts 
are actually being served, the average attendance rate for the analyzed school districts is 
95.8%, indicating that total enrollment is sufficient for estimating the number of students 
served. 
Resource Prices 
The only input containjng adequate data on expenditures is that of teachers. The 
Iowa Department of Education website lists the number of full-time teachers, along with the 
average salary of fu ll-time teachers, for each school district. Due to the fact that measures of 
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teacher salary are no t adjusted for quality, included in this report is an index of teacher 
salaries. Using OLS, average full-time teacher salari es were regressed against average years 
of full-time teacher experience and the percent of full-time teachers with advanced degrees. 
Holding these factors at their mean va lues, the resulting residuals were used to show the 
differences in quality-adjusted teacher salary across school districts. Data on average fu ll -
time teacher salary, average years of full-time teacher experience, and the percent of fu ll-
time teachers with advanced degrees for the 2003-2004 school year was obtained from the 
Iowa DOE website at htlp://www.statc.ia.us/cducatc/lis/pre/cddata/ ied04/icd04u.xls. More 
specifically, the regression used to obtain the adjusted teacher salaries index was the 
following: 
A veSal = po + Pl *TotExpr + p2 *Adv Deg + €, 
AveSal = average fu ll-time teacher salary 
TotExpr = average full- time teacher total experience 
AdvDeg = percent of full -time teachers with advanced degrees 
€ = error term 
(8) 
The error term in the above regression may re nect any number of unknown factors affecting 
the average salary of full-time teachers in a school di strict. These may include the percent of 
male teachers in a district, the presence of teacher unions and their influence, and any cost-
of-living adjustments made to teacher salaries. The regression resu lts of equation (8) are 
li sted in Table l . 
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Environmental Factors 
Regarding the family background of students, the only adequate data avai lable from 
the Iowa Department of Education was lhat of poverty rates and the percentage of nonwhite 
students in each school di strict. The poverty rates compiled in thi s report re fl ect the 
percentage of all students in a district ages five to seventeen whose fami lies are in poverty. 
This data comes from 2000, the most current census data available on poverty rates by school 
district(h ttp://w,, w.census.gov/hhcs/wwwtsaipe, district.html). 
The percentage of nonwhite students is taken from data on district enro llment from 2003-
2004 (http://www.s tale. i a.us/cducatc/fis/prc/cddatn/ic<l04/ icd04n.x Is). Student characteristi cs 
for which data is avai lab le include the percentage of students who have limited English 
proficiency and the percentage of students that attend special educat ion programs. Both sets 
of data come from 2003-2004, with the data on students with limited Engl ish proficiency 
originating at http://www·.stalc. ia.us/educatc/ f'is/prc/c<ldata/icd04/ icd04s.x ls and data on 
specia l education students from 
http:r "' \V\\ .statc.ia.us/educntc1fi s/preleddata1icd04 icd04n.xls. 
Expenditures 
Expenditure data was co llected for the 2002-2003 school year from 
hllp://www.slate.ia.us/educatcllis/sfl/car/doc/pfctegffi3 .xls on the Iowa DOE websi te. This 
includes total per pupil expenditure, and per pupil expenditure in the categori es of 
instructional, support services, administrative, operating and maintenance, and transportation. 
Each category of expenditure wi II be used as the dependent variable in separate versions of 
the derived model. 
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Table 2 contains a breakdown of the 341 Iowa school districts used in this study, 
grouped in categories by enrollment. The intervals used are consistent with the literature on 
education production, for example, Knudsen's (1989) work on school consolidation. From 
Table 2, we can see that the smallest school districts (those with less than 250 students and 
also those with between 250 and 399 students) have the highest average in per pupil total 
expenditure, per pupil instructional expenditure, per pupil administration expenditure, and 
per pupil transportation expenditure, with these categories exceeding the state average by a 
sizeable margin (here "state average" refers to the 34 1 school districts used in the study). 
This presents the possibility of the existence of economies of size. It should be noted that 
several of the school districts originally dropped from this study because oflack of data were 
some of the largest in the state. It appears that these districts would have contiibuted to the 
lower average costs seen in the 7500+ category in regards to per pupil total, instructional, and 
administrative expenditures. Looking at student proficiency, the smallest school districts 
(those with less than 250 students) are slightly above the state average mark. The dropout 
rate for this size category of school districts is also the lowest by far (0.36 compared to the 
state average of 0. 70). 
The positive relationship between enrollment size and average teacher salary can be 
clearly seen in the data on teacher salary index. Small school districts pay a considerably 
lowerpropo.rtion (0.86) of the quality-adjusted state average, compared to that of the largest 
schools (1.24). 
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A downward trend is evident in the characteristi.c of poverty rate. As district 
enrollment increases, the average poverty rate becomes progressively lower, starting at an 
average of l 0.48% for school districts with less than 250 students and end ing with an average 
of 5.59% fo r school distri cts with more than 7,500 students. Quite the opposite relationshjp 
can be seen regarding the average percentage of nonwhi te students. The data shows a rapid 
increase as enrollment grows. 
Regarding student characteristi cs, steady growth is seen in the relationship between 
the average percentage in limited English proficiency students and enrollment. For the most 
part, the relationship between percentage of special education students and enrollment 
behaves in much the same manner. 
The Expenditure Model 
Based on the theoreti ca l framework established previously, and the availability of 
data sets concerning cost fac tors (here, "cost factors'' refers to all of the independent 
variables below that are thought to have an effect on the cost of providing a given level of 
education), we have established the fo llowing expenditure model to investigate the presence 
of economies of size: 
ln(PPE) = aO + a l *ln(Enroll) + a2*(1n(Enroll))2 + a3*Proficiency + a4*Dropout + 
aS*Salary + a6*Poverty + a7*Nonwbite + a8*LEP + a9*Specia1Ed + µ (9) 
PPE = per pupil total expenditure 
Enro ll = school distri ct enrollment 
Profic iency = average proficiency level 
Dropout = dropout rate 
Salary = teacher salary index nwnber 
Poverty = poverty rate 
Nonwhite = percent nonwhite students 
LEP = percent limited Eng lish proficiency students 
SpecialEd = percent special education students 
µ = error term 
Using tbe available data from 341 Iowa school di stricts, per pupil total expendit1ire 
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was regressed against the cost-related characteristics listed above using OLS. The log-linear 
fonn is uti li zed regarding the enro llment size characteristic, allowing for the coefficients to 
reflect e lasticities. In addition, the enro llment variab le is squared to allow for a possible 
nonlinear relationship between expenditure and enro llment. 
Several factors may contribute to the error term ( ~L) above. A regression of this 
nature assumes perfect technical effici ency on the part of school districts. If inputs are not 
utilized by school di stricts in a completely effi cient manner, and have a systematic 
re lationship with the independent variables used, the estimates deri ved by the regression w ill 
be affected (Duncombe, Miner, and Ruggiero, 1995). In addi tion, dealing with public goods 
and services raises the issue of constuners (here, students and their parents) drivi ng both the 
supply and the demand for education. A more complete system using demand variab les may 
be in order. A lthough the basic state a id formula fo r lowa's schools may not be drast ically 
affected by the fi scal capacity of each school district, allocative efficiency still remains an 
issue. A more complete system, recognizing the demands of parents for certain levels of 
education service and achievement, may give a better perspecti ve on the re lationship between 
costs and the various cost characteri stics described above. 
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Separate analyses fo r per pupil instructional expenditure (PPIE), per pupil support 
services expenditure (PPSSE), per pupil administration expenditure (PPAME), per pupil 
operating and maintenance expenditure (PPOME), and per pupil transportation expenditure 
(PPTRPE), have also been undertaken. The form of each regression resembles that of 




The coefficients and their corresponding test statistics for each expenditure model are 
reported in Table 3. Regarding the variables of outcome measures, the coefficients for 
average profic iency are positive. This fulfills the expectation that as the level of perfom1ance 
(the level of service) is increased, so too is the expenditure associated with the increased 
service. The dropout rate coefficients also bear this positive relationship with costs, as is 
expected. With two exceptions, however, the coefficients for average proficiency and 
dropout rate are not statistically different from zero. 
The regression results for the teacher sa lary index arc mixed. For per pupil total 
expenditure and per pupil instructional expenditure, the coefficients are positive. This 
matches the expectation that expend itures rise as the price of resources increase. However, 
this variable was negative for the other types of per pupil expenditure. A poss ible 
explanation may be that as resource prices increase, the expenditures (and in this case, the 
costs) of categories not directly related to instruction must decrease to make fiscal " room" for 
the teacher salaries. This hypothesis would seem to necessitate the use of a fi scal capacity 
measure, as discussed earlier. A better understanding of the differences in expenditure 
capabi li ty of Iowa· s school districts will lead to further explanation of the observed results. 
The results were also insignificant for two of the six categories of expenditure. 
Regarding physical factors, we see decreasing expenditures as enrollments grow. 
This relationship is consistent with the presence of economies of size. [nclusion of the 29 
omitted school districts in Iowa does not appear to affect this relationship, as per pupil 
expenditure data for these districts are consistent with the .largest districts included in the 
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study. Economies of size are the main focus o f thi s study, so the discussion of the enrollment 
regression results wi ll be discussed at length in the next section. 
The coefficients for two family background characteristics, the poverty rate and 
percentage of nonwhite students, were stati stically different from zero for only the total and 
instructional per pupil expenditure models. Perhaps these characteri stics only have an impact 
on instruction and instructional expenditures. The other types of expenditure discussed do 
not seem to be affected by the presence or absence of these characteristics. For the total 
expenditure and instructional expenditure models, both characteristics are positive. This 
fulfill s the expectation that the presence of these factors contributes to the higher costs of 
providing a given level of education. Similarly, the individual student characteristics of 
percentage of limited English proficiency students and percentage of special education 
students are signifi cant only fo r the total and instructional expenditures model. Surprisingly, 
the coefficient on percentage of LEP students is negative. This may reflect a fa ilure to 
control for a relationship between the individual student characteristic, related family 
background characteristics, and ultimately, the fi scal capacity of the di strict, among other 
indicators of demand fo r education. 
Due to the lack of data to include more cost factors, further investigation of the per 
pupil support services expenditure, per pupil operating and maintenance expenditure, and per 
pupil transportation expenditure models is no longer pursued in this report. In order to 
further the study of the relationship between cost facto rs and per pupil support services 
expenditure, one would need quality data on resource prices. Specifically, the complete data 
sets on salaries of support staff in Iowa school districts would greatly advance this type of 
investigation. 
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Similarly, to further study the case of operating and maintenance expenditure, data on 
the use and price of utilities along with the prices of capital goods, would be needed. As 
noted earlier, there is currently no available data on capital amounts or expenditures for Iowa 
school districts. Along the same vein, data on bus and fuel expenditures would seem in order 
to make a more complete report on per pupil transportation costs. In general, regarding this 
last model , more must be known about demographic relationships between adjacent Iowa 
school dishicts. Without being able to control for the pupil density of districts (number of 
pupils per square mile) and sparsi ty of school districts (relative distance between them), one 
can know very little about potential cost savings from the consolidation of di stricts. This 
idea is reiterated in the conclusion of the final analyses. 
Analysis 
Figures 1-A through 3-B graphically present the total expenditure. instrnctional 
expenditure, and administrative expenditure models. In order to better gauge the individual 
effect of enrollment on each type of expenditure, the three models were graphed holding all 
cost characteristics at the state averages (the averages of the cross section used in this study), 
accept those relating to the number of pupils (state averages were substituted into each 
variable, except those involving Enro ll). Due to the small magnitudes of most coefficients in 
the expenditure model, inclusion of the omitted school districts in this study would not have a 
profound impact on the expenditure curves created here. Below is a listing of the state 
averages used to create Figures 1-A through 3-B. Discussion of each figure and its 
implications follows. 
tate Averages: 
Pro fi c iency = 76.2396 
Dropout = 0. 700 I 
Salary (Index) = 0.9970 
Poverty = 8.5287 
Nonwhite = 4.2537 
LEP = 0.9977 
SpecialEd = 0.49 14 
Equations for Figures 1-A through 3-B: 
IA, IB: To tal: ln(PPE) = -0.586* 1n(Enro ll) + 0.037*(1n(Enro ll ))2 + 11. 1001154 
2A,2B: Instructional: ln(PPIE) = -0.683*1n(Enro ll ) + 0.043*(1n(Enro ll))2 + 11 .0920376 
3A,3B: Administrati ve: ln(PPAME) = -0.65 1*ln(Enro ll) + 0.035*(1n(Enro11))2 + 
9.3911083 
Figures 1-A and 1-B show the relationship between enro llment size and per pupil 
total expenditure, with a ll other cost factors he ld constant. Figure 1-A examines the entire 
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range of enro llments for the 34 1 lowa school districts in the stud y. Figure 1-B takes a c loser 
look at the range containing the expenditure-minimizing enrollment and its estimated total 
expenditure. The expenditure curves featured in I-A and 1-B show decreas ing per pupil tota l 
expenditure as enrollmen t increases. This continues until the expenditure-minimizing 
enrollment is reached at approximately 2,749 students. This enrollment has a corresponding 
minimum expenditure o f $6,502.05 per pupil. Figures 1-A and 1-B exhibit U-shaped curves, 
with expenditures once again increasing af1er the expend iture-minimizing enrollment. 
It is apparent that economies o f size exis t regarding per pupil total expenditure. 
What's more, the expenditure-minimizing enrollment level is larger than the enrollment 
levels of322 of the school districts in this study, or approximately 94.4% of the distri cts 
analyzed. This indicates that most school districts in the state of Iowa could realize some 
amount of cost savings by having larger enrollments. A closer look at the potentia l cost 
savings will be conducted in the next section. 
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Figures 2-A and 2-B graph the relationship between enrollment size and per pupil 
instructionaJ expenditure, holding the other independent vruiables constant. Much like the 
graphs for per pupil total expenditure, 2-A and 2-B exhibit U-shaped curves. Per pupil 
instructional expenditure decreases as enrollment increases, until expenditures are minimized 
at the level of $4,358.54 per pupil with an enrollment of approximately 2,813 pupils. Again, 
322 of the studied school districts, or 94.4% of districts analyzed, currently have enrollments 
less than this number. 
While similar in nature to the other fi gures, 3-A and 3-B carry a distinct difference 
with them. The relationship between enrollment s ize and per pupil administration 
expenditure is a constantly decreasing one over the domain of enro llments prevalent to Iowa 
school districts. Figure 3-A shows thi s continual decrease. Figure 3-B extends beyond the 
enrollment range, to properly show the U-shaped curve that is present over all enrollments. 
The significance of this can be seen in the expenditure-minimizing enrollment of 
approximately l 0,938, with associated administration expenditure of $580.54 per pupil. 
Every school district in Iowa lies to the left o f this po int on the graph. This means, if the 
analysis of cost-savings ho lds true, that every Iowa school district would have potential 
benefi ts of lower per pupil administration expenditures, simply by increasing their 
enrollments. 
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Examining cost fu nction studies of other states' school districts since 1980 reveals 
many s imilar results to those above. Andrews, Duncombe, and Vinger (2002) compare 
results across the literature, noting if economies of size were found or not, and if cost-
minimizing enro llment leve ls were present. Butler and Monk ( 1985) found constant returns 
to size for total expenditure for large districts in ew York State; economies of size were 
fo und for small di stricts. Ratcli ffe, Riddle, and Yinger ( 1990) d iscovered strong economies 
of size fo r current expenditure in Nebraska school districts. Using variable expenditure data, 
Callan and Santerre (1990) found economies o f s ize fo r Connecti cut school di stricts. In a 
199 1 study of Michigan school districts, Gyimah-Brempong and Gyapong a lso fo und 
economies of size for variab le expenditure, up to an enro llment level of 140,000 pupils. 
Downes and Pogue ( 1994) found economies of size for operati ng expenditure in Arizona 
school districts. 
M any studies from the past two decades also reveal U-shaped functions, yie lding 
cost-minimizing enrollment levels. For New York State school districts, Duncombe, Miner, 
and Ruggiero (1995) discovered cost-minim izing enro ll ment levels for total expendi ture (at 
6,500 pupi ls), instructional expenditure (at 1,800 pupils), and transportation expenditure (at 
1,200 pupils). They also found economies of size fo r administration expenditure. Also fo r 
New York State, Duncombe, Ruggiero, and Yinger (1996) found a cost-minimizing 
enro llment level of 3,700 pupils fo r operating expenditure. Regarding Wisconsin school 
districts, Reschovsky and Imazeki ( 1997) discovered a cost-minimizing enro llment level of 
5,694 pupils for total expenditure. They also revealed a cost-minimizing enrollment level of 
6,700 pupils for Texas school distri cts using total expend iture minus transportation 
expenditure (Reschovsky and Lmazeki , 1999). 
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The variation in results across the Literature and from past studies to this one may be 
due largely to differences evident in the states examined. Enrollment s izes may play a part in 
this variation, as well as unknown characteristics of di stricts owing to the nature of the state 
or region. Without further examination, one can onJy speculate as to why results may be 
simi lar or different from one state to the next. 
Recommendations 
The above analysis presents the idea that most Iowa school districts wou ld be able to 
decrease expenditures by increasing their enrollments, holding all else constant, including 
transportation costs. Evidence presented for per pupil total expenditure, per pupil 
instructional expenditure, and per pupi l administration expenditure points to Iowa school 
districts increasing enro llments and therefore pursuing some type of consolidation. This 
assumes, of course, that the potential benefits outweigh associated costs of consolidation, 
elicited below. The models above rely on the use of cross-sectional averages in data, 
therefore making the results applicable only on average. rn other words, no specific school 
district should use the model results to make a decision about consolidation. If all appl icable 
school districts were to use consolidation, on average, we would see overall potenti al cost-
savings. Recommendations based on the presented research apply to statewide education 
e fforts, not specific di stric ts. The state of Iowa would be better suited to use thi s information 
to consider changes in policy that would affect the entire state (or at least the affected cross 
section used in thi s study). 
Many of the gains that could be made through consolidation do not have to be 
realized at such large enrollment levels like 2,749, 2,8 13, and 10,938. The expenditure-
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minimiz ing enrollment level for per pupil total expenditure is about 2,749. However, 
approximateJy 90% of the savings one sees when changing from an enrollment of 50 pupj Is 
to an enrollment of 2, 749 pupils is actually reali zed by the enrollment mark of 600 
($11 ,777.00 per pupil to $7,083.90 per pupi l at 600 pupi ls). The same situation occurs fo r 
per pupi l instructional expenditure, where 90% of U1e savings when changing from 50 pupils 
to 2,813 pupils is achieved at an enrollment level of 600 ($8,762.10 per pupil to $4,829.60 
per pupil at 600 pupils). 
An enrollment level of 600 pupils resu lts in an estimated administration expenditure 
of$779.72 per pupil. This enroJJment level reali zes j ust over 80% of the savings that would 
occur from having the expenditure-minimizing enrollment (starting from $ 1,603.60 at 50 
pupils). These observations would suggest that a large-scale consolidation effort, which 
means combining many small di stricts to achieve the expenditure-minimizing enrollments, is 
not necessary. Movement toward an enrollment level of 600 would be sufficient to 
experience most of the cost benefits from consolidation. The potential pool oflowa school 
districts with an enrollment Less than 600 is 152 (44.57% of analyzed districts). 
Based on the regression resu lts ob tained earlier, it appears that many school 
districts might benefi t from some type of consolidation. Exactl y what type of consolidation 
should be pursued is a matter of many cost considerations. Regarding consolidation to take 
advantage of instructional economies of size, school districts can either combine their student 
bodies (full consolidation of school districts) or whole-grade share (share responsibilities 
with a neighboring district on a grade-by-grade basis). Full consolidation necessitates the 
consideration of capital costs such as larger bui ldings and larger student services faci lities. 
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ln addition to increasing capital costs, both full consolidation and whole-grade 
sharing can only realize savings if the associated increases in transportation costs do not 
outweigh the benefits. More research must be conducted to measure the costs of bussing 
students to their new school locations . Duncombe, Miner, and Ruggiero (1995) use measures 
of land area and sparsity (pupils per square mile) to determine the associated costs with 
transpo11ing students longer distances. With more information regarding the land area 
covered by each lowa school district, and the associated sparsity data, better estimates of the 
true savings reali zed through fu ll consolidation and whole-grade sharing will be made. 
Until a ll of the major costs associated with full consolidation and whole-grade sharing 
can be more thoroughly examined, the state of lowa should not consider recommending these 
types of consolidation to its small school districts based on the above results. This paper 
offers one side of the consolidation story, the potential benefits. The lack of data on the costs 
of implementing consolidation prohibits examining the full effects of such a decision in this 
study. 
Just as the benefits of full consolidation and whole-grade sharing may not be clearly 
compared to the costs of transportation or capital expenditures, the benefits of admi nistrative 
consolidation need to be viewed in the proper light. Combining neighboring school districts 
under one administrative staff would appear to create significant cost savings. This type of 
consolidation does not inherentl y bear the large transportation costs seen by the other types 
of consolidation. Another advantage of this type of consolidation is that while certain 
admin istrators (principals, vice-principals) could be maintained at each district site, the 
administration staff that oversees an entire di strict (superintendents, assistant 
superintendents) could assume the responsibilities of multiple districts. More than two 
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districts may lead to a loss of proper representation of individual commw1ity desires, but the 
combination of administration for two districts is feasible and financially beneficial. 
While administrative consolidation does not bear all o f the same cost considerations 
as full consolidation and whole-grade sharing, the benefits from the above regression must 
also be qualified wi th several other considerations. One cons ideration that bears mentioning 
is the practical reali ty of consolidation. Consolidation of administrative responsibilities 
requires the e limination of administrators and staff members, as well as faci lities and 
equipment. ln essence, money may be saved th rough the firing of personnel. Cost sav ings 
may not be practically reached, considering ·'The record on munic ipal consolidation reveals 
that these economies are seldom realized because governments are unwilling to cut staff and 
faci lities" (Gustely, 1977). This unwillingness to eliminate positions may be a refl ection of 
the preferences of districts that have been studied, which may have been better served by 
keeping the personnel. In any case, in order for fiscal benefits to be gained, difficult choices 
may be required of school districts. 
Beyond the issues of unaccounted costs and the willingness to e liminate jobs, state 
school officials should also strongly consider some other factors while pursuing the option of 
administrative consolidation. First, each school district is experiencing its own unique 
situation . Each situation invo lves not only knowing the feasib ility or practicability of 
consol idating with neighboring districts, but also considering the issue of allocative 
efficiency. Allocati ve efficiency may be achieved '· ... if households tend to sort themselves 
into school districts which provide a level of education close to what they demand" (Fisher 
1987). The demands of households, in essence, allocate di stricts and their resources 
efficiently. Consol idation o f di stri cts, even administrative consolidation, may lead to 
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household demands being unfulfilled (perhaps through lack of individual representation by 
the administration). The demands of districts must be taken into account when consolidation 
is considered. 
T he question of enrollment size affecting student performance comes into the 
forefront whenever a discussion of consolidation is considered. Many small schools 
advocate the continuation of their smaller enrollments, with some evidence as to the reason. 
·'All else held equal, small schools have evident advantages for achievement, at least among 
disadvantaged students'. (Howley. 1996, p. I). Recent work by Ryan Sullivan (2004) 
examines the relationship between enro llment s ize and district performance in Iowa school 
districts, shedding light on this relationship and others that affect student perfonnance. The 
use of administrative consolidation, whi le ga ining the benefits of cost-saving, should not 
impede the abili ty of small schoo ls to maintain their s ize, at least as far as student-to-teacher 
ratios are concerned. Only w hen full consol idat ion or whole-grade sharing are considered 
does the concern of size impeding performance become a serious issue. 
Many small schools in the state of fowa may experience cost savings from 
administrative consolidation. Any state school official considering this measure must first 
evaluate Iowa school districts to ga in a measure of the average costs that will be associated 
with consolidation. T his may help in deciding if policies promoting statewide consolidation 
are beneficial overall . With po li c ies aimed at statewide benefits based on averages comes the 
idea that individual school districts may end up decreasing their overall costs or end up 
increasing them. Many hidden and unexpected costs may arise when full consolidation is 
considered. Without better knowledge of the impact of these costs, only the average benefits 
associated with the consolidation of examined school districts can be seen. It is therefore 
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recommended that state school officials bear the average benefits in mind when attempting to 
assess the average costs of consolidation. Again, the results presented are based on averages 
for a cross section oflowa school districts. This information is the beginning of 
understanding how consolidation may ultimately impact Iowa school districts and the overal l 
fiscal situation faced by the state. 
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Conclusion 
The model estimated in thi s paper shows the presence of economies of size in 
examined Iowa school districts. Benefi ts from administrative consolidation have been 
shown, especially for those school districts with enrollment levels of less than 600 students. 
Approximately 80% of the potential cost savings can be achieved by this enrollment level 
(starting from a base of 50 students). School distri cts under an enrollment level of 600 are 
therefore the primary districts of concern for the use of administrative consolidation . 
The use of this research in considering consolidation must be qualified. This 
information applies only to the average benefits (in tem1s of cost savings) based on a cross 
section of Iowa school di stricts, and does not consider the average costs that may be incurred 
should consolidation b e used (such as more travel time and less administrative fan1iliarity). 
The research conducted in this paper based on the developed expenditure models also has its 
limitations. With better measures o f capi tal and equipment expenditures, education demand 
variables, land area and sparsity data district performance, and other cost-related 
characte1istics of school districts, work of this kind will improve for the state. Iowa may 
receive financial relief through consolidation, but only if such change is deemed as 
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Factor Affecting Iowa Teacher alaries-Regress ion Results 
Model Unstandardized Coefficients T Sig. 
8 Std. Error 
I (Constant) 24190.385 774 829 31.220 .000 
TOTEX PR 745.91 8 5 1.1 87 14.572 .000 
ADVDEG 61.669 4.929 12.5 12 .000 
a Dependent Variable: A VESAL 
Adjusted State Ave al = BO + Bl *(Average TotExp) + 82*(Average AdvDeg) 
Index # = (Reported District A veSal) I (Adjusted talc A veSa l) 
Average TotExp = 15.0068 
Average AdvOeg = 17.8955 
State AveSal = 36379.24 
Adjusted Stale AveSal = 24 190.385 + (745 .918)( 15.0068) + (61.669)( 17.8955) = 
36487 .82483 19 
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Table 2 
o t-Related Characteristic of Iowa chool Di trict (Means) by Enrollment Category 
EN RO LL !ENT 
<250 250-399 400-599 600-999 1000- 2500- 7500+ State 
2499 7499 Ave. 
Number of School 29 50 73 93 75 19 2 
Dist ricts 
Number of Pupils 156 328 505 759 1503 4072 9633 990 
P ER PUPIL 
EX P ENDITU RE 
Total 8707.06 7379.55 6946 86 6816 63 6628.34 6653.09 6621.23 7036. 15 
lnstrucuonal 6367.97 5148.85 4794 58 4724 75 46-i4.64 4643.92 451 8.49 4918.29 
Suppon Services 334.17 367.52 37843 422.74 499.06 550.04 564. 14 422.33 
Admm1strat1on 1044.28 962.28 840 09 740 67 651 .85 599.33 567.87 791.84 
Opcrotmg & 568. 11 564.48 580.33 584.64 564.09 595 .98 642 15 575 80 
Maintenance 
Transportai ion 359.08 320.85 336.84 325.29 255.72 224.54 248.02 308.62 
O UTCOM E 
M EASUR ES 
Ave. Profie1ency 77.55 75 .34 75.76 76.40 76.36 78.08 83.42 76.33 
Dropout Rate 0.36 0.61 0.6..i 0.66 0.82 1.26 1.44 0.70 
RESOU RCE 
PRICES 
Teacher Salary 0.86 0.92 0.96 I 02 1.07 1.13 1.24 1.00 
l nde~ 
FAl\ tl LY 
BACKG RO UND 
Po' erty Rate 10.48 9 91 9.19 7 69 7.87 6.42 5 59 8.53 
% Non,\h1te 3.38 2.70 3.07 3.76 5.93 8.51 18.72 4.25 
Students 
STUD ENT C HA RS. 
% LEP Students 0.86 0.44 0.77 1.09 1.33 1.54 3.42 1.00 
% Special 0.05 0.21 0.30 0.47 0.98 0.8 1 0.62 0.49 
Educ:iuon Students 
Note: Seven of the 34 1 districts did not have available d:ita on the povcny rate. 
Table 3 
Cost Factors Affecting Per Pupil Expenditures of Iowa School Districts-Regression Results 
TOTAL INSTR UCTION SUPPORT ADM INISTRATION OPERATING& TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICES MAINTENANCE 
Coeffs. I-stats. Coeffs. t-stats. Coeffs. t-stats. Coe!Ts. I-stats. Coeffs. t-st.ats. Coeffs. 1-stats. 
lntercept 10.937 39.846 10.808 35.889 3. 106 2.905 9.791 22.981 7.265 13.088 5.2 11 5.569 
OUTCOME 
MEASURES 
Ave. 0.00 1 0.633• 0.000 0.075* 0.0 12 2.978 0.000 -0.069* 0.003 1.296* 0.00 1 0.316* 
Proficiency 








Pupils -0.586 -7.598 -0.683 -8.074 0.435 1.44 7• -0.651 -5.436 -0.229 - 1.471* 0.429 1.630* 
(natural lo.a) 




Poverty Rate 0.004 2 .445 0.005 3.3 19 -0.00 1 -0.242* -0.003 - 1.233• -0.004 -1 .270* 0.004 0.722* 




o/o LEP -0.007 -2.134 -0.0 10 -2.810 -0.006 -0.437* -0.003 -0.568* 0.009 1.304* -0.001 -0.060* 
Students 
% Special Ed. 0.0 17 3.278 0.020 3.616 0.0 17 0.844* 0.0 17 2.136 -0.001 -0.122• 0.006 0.333* 
Students 
• indicates insigni!icance at a = 5% 
Figure 1-A: Per Pupil Total Expenditure by Enrollment Level, Iowa School Districts 
Figure 1-B: Per Pupil Total Expenditure by Enrollment Level, Iowa School Districts 
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Figure 3-B: Per Pupil Administration Expenditure by Enrollment Level, Iowa chool Di trict 
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